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Dear Mr Snedker 
 
RE: McMullen Road / Yarm Road roundabout scheme  
 
I have responded to the issues that you have raised on a point by point basis. If you 
wish to discuss this further please contact me by phone.  
 

1) Does the design increase provision for people to cycle safely? 
Our professional view is that the design proposal extends the off road cycle 
network, enabling cyclists to cycle safely, separately from the motorised traffic. 
Salters Lane will become a busier road once Ingenium Parc is constructed and 
occupied and therefore it is important to continue the off road provision into the 
site. Currently cyclists are on road for most of Salters Lane. The scheme will be 
subject to a 4 stage safety audit to review safety for all road users. Your opinion 
on shared use paths is noted.   
 

2) Does this plan decrease provision for people to Cycle safely? 
This proposal’s main aim is to increase the amount of traffic that can travel 
through this junction over a set period of time. This is achieved by increasing the 
number of lanes on each leg of the roundabout. This doesn’t increase the speed 
of traffic but increases the number of vehicles using the roundabout through new 
lane disciplines. For cyclists travelling on the road this will provide a safer means 
of travelling around the roundabout.  
However this does increase the widths of the roads approaching the roundabout.  
In this case the crossing point on Yarm Road, West leg on the south side of the 
carriageway will be wider at this point. The existing island will be increased in 
this location to provide more space for those waiting to cross.  
 
The McMullen Road crossing distance will increase by 2.8m and Yarm Road 
West leg by 1.0m. Crossing points will decrease on Salter’s Lane by 2.0m and 
on the retail park access road to accommodate a larger island 
 

 
 
 



Segregation, cycle ways and shared use. 
Yes there is a reduction in segregation, however there is no reduction in available 
space for cyclists. In fact this will be increased even with the shared facility. The new 
segregated routes are 3.6m on both Yarm Road and McMullen Road. Existing 
segregated routes are 3m and the new shared routes will be 3.5m. 
 
IAN 195/16 is a standard used for strategic road networks by Highways England and is 
more relevant for high speed roads, dual carriageways and the road network outside 
the Borough Council’s control. IAN 195/16 does state that raised crossings are 
desirable but doesn’t dictate that they must be provided. 
 
We derive our local standards from our own Tees Valley Design Guidance and the 
Department for Transport guidance LTN 2/08.  
 
I note your comment regarding your confusion with the plan. This is an internal 
document (General Arrangement) which is used for construction purposes. In future I 
will send you a less detailed consultation plan.  
 
Off road cycling, crossing arms of the roundabout. 
The enlarged island on Yarm Road East leg will be 3.8m deep and the island within the 
retail access increased to 2.5m deep at the narrowest crossing point. 
 
On road cycling 
I disagree with your first comment - off road routes are provided on McMullen Road, 
Salters Lane and Yarm Road East leg with improved links to the cycle route on Harris 
Street. 
You’re correct that there’s no meaningful on road provision. This is heavily influenced 
by that fact that all of the existing infrastructure on adjoining routes is off road. New lane 
disciplines will assist those cycling on road. 
I agree with your last comment regarding access to the cycle way heading east on 
Yarm Road, as there doesn’t seem to be any provision. I think a section of dropped 
kerb would be an easy solution to gain access to the off road route. I will review. 
 
In response to your suggestions:- 
 

1. Reduce the diameter of the island at the centre of the roundabout - the existing 
proposal already reduces the roundabout central island, but there are difficulties 
with making it too small. The central island provides the deflection required to 
make vehicles slow down to negotiate the roundabout. Too little deflection 
means increased speeds and an increased likelihood that any accident could be 
severe. 

2. Narrow the vehicle lanes as much as possible - The vehicle lanes are as narrow 
as possible. The nature of this road and the surrounding area influences the lane 
requirements, and they are purposely wide to avoid vehicular conflict. We have 
to consider the most onerous vehicle movements within the design to determine 
the lane widths. In this case 16.5m articulated vehicles and 12m rigid vehicles. 
The proposed design needs to accommodate the likely occurrences at the 
junction so lanes are designed to accommodate these vehicle manoeuvres with 
minimum conflict. 

3. Points 1 and 2 would require wider over run strip on roundabout apron. Make the 
apron angled and textured to discourage high speed over run by small vehicles. I 
simply won’t consider designing an overrun strip in addition to the two circulatory 
lanes. Imposing a feature that can be overrun, will inevitably result in it being 
overrun and decrease the necessary deflection required. 



4. Table top the crossing points on each arm of the roundabout. Provide parallel 
pedestrian and cycle crossings - I can’t provide table tops around this 
roundabout. The fact is that the adjoining roads are too significant for this type of 
feature. The required regular maintenance on this key arterial route would have 
an impact on both asset management costs and traffic management in terms of 
disruption.  

5. Increase the size of the refuges, to allow separate pedestrian and cycle crossing 
points - The refuges are already as big as they can be. Further increases really 
need a bigger roundabout. 

6. Provide segregation of cycle/pedestrians on both footways on Salters Lane - I 
don’t consider this necessary when the space provided is more than the 
standard required. 

7. Provide off carriageway segregation on turn from McMullen Road into Retail 
Park - The shared areas are necessary at the conflict points, especially where 
adjoining pedestrian links intersect. They could be removed but we would end up 
with a cluttered space because of further signing required. On balance this is the 
best solution in this location. 

8. Provide off carriageway segregation on turn from Retail Park into Yarm Road 
heading east - I would like to provide the additional space required for this 
segregation but we don’t own the land required for the widening. The only 
solution although not ideal is to have the small section of shared footway / 
cycleway shown on the proposed design. 

9. Provide off carriageway segregation on turn from Salters Lane into Yarm Road 
heading west, accommodated by reduced lane width and island diameter - I can’t 
reduce the lane widths because the lanes won’t operate as designed and 
capacity increases won’t be realised. This is justification for the scheme. 

10. Install segregated cycle lane on Yarm Road heading east, from town, starting 
before the left filter lane appears, linking into segregated turn lane into McMullen 
Road – This would involve the removal of the mature trees along Yarm road to 
accommodate an off road route for 70m. In addition there isn’t space to construct 
a larger crossing point into McMullen road that would be needed to link this 
infrastructure into the existing cycle network. 

11. Install segregated cycle lane on Yarm Road heading west into town, finishing 
with slip road after left filter lane disappears – This won’t be investigated at the 
current time but further work is to be carried out to review the route into town 
along Yarm Road. 

12. Take steps to control off peak traffic speeds by installing average speed cameras 
on each of the three main roads - average speed cameras are effective but are 
designed to be used over long stretches of road, such as on motorways, rather 
than at an urban junction. In this location vehicle speeds are already dramatically 
reduced by the presence of the roundabout.  

13. Consider changing the name of Salters Lane as it causes confusion with Salters 
Lane North and South - Street names are carefully considered when they are 
created and changes to street names are rare. Salters Lane is a historic route 
through Darlington and it is clearly differentiated from both ‘North’ and ‘South’. 
The Council has strict guidelines to follow in line with the appropriate legislation 
(Public Health Act 1925). If you would like to pursue this further you would need 
to contact the Council with a formal request.  

 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
Noel Walecki 


